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VEGETATIVE STABILIZATION OF TAILINGS
DISPOSAL BERMS AT PIMA MINING COMPANY
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PIMA MINING COMPANY
The Pima Mine lies 20 miles southwest of Tucson, Arizona and
45 miles north of the Mexican border.
cent owned by Cyprus Mines Corporation.

Pima is managed and 50 perUnion Oil of California

and Utah International, Inc. each have a 25 oercent interest.
Discovered in 1950 by geophysical methods, it was originally conceived to be operated as a small, high grade underground operation.
However, Pima started production in January 1957 as a small open
pit operation with an expected life of ten years at a concentration
rate of 3,000 tons per day.

Asa result of four expansions, the

last being completed early in 1972, the plant capacity has grown
to a rate of approximately 54,000 tons per day.
INTRODUCTION
With the greatly increased capacity of the concentrator,
tailing disposal ponds have had to become larger and required
that they be located nearer the interstate highway going from
Tucson to the border city of Nogales, Arizona.
In order to maintain the natural desert beauty, Pima embarked
on a voluntary program of cultivating and experimental planting of
various types of plants.

With this experimental program the most

promising features were expanded so that some 85 acres nowavailable along the ·berms have been planted.

Additional acreage will

be planted to coincide with the growing season.
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PEVISED ABSTRAC-r

Pima Mining Company has recently completed their expansion triplin~
the plant capacity to 18,000 tons per day and nov; is in the process of
expanding to 30,000 tons per day with completion scheduled for the s~
mer of 1967.
This paper briefly discusses the additions to the mining department
and support areas with a more detailed report ort the complete new crushing plant and additions to the concentrator.
rrhe crushing plant includes a 54-inch gyratory crusher, three 7-foot
standard and seven 7-foot short head crushers along with necessary screens,
feeders, and conveyor belts to produce a minus 1/2-inch rod mill feed.
The concentrator consists of ten milling sections, each containing
one 10-foot by l6-foot rod and two 10.5-foot by l3-foot ball mills,
classification is done with cyclones. Pulp from each section is floated
in 50 cells of 66-inch Fagerr.;ren flotation machines to produce a rOup'.)1er
concentrate which is cleaned in six stages of Denver cleaners to produce
a final concentrate. rDbe various mill products are thickened with disposal made in conventional ~ler. Plant instrumentation is discussed
in the paper.

PIIVTA, A NEW FACE

by
George A. Komadina
Assistant Resident ~~ger
, Pima Mining Company
Tucson, Arizona
General:
,From a modest beginning in 1957 with one grind:ing section
handling 3t 000 tons per day, Pima Minmg Company, 'fucson, Arizona,
has steadily expanded. In July, 1966, work was completed that
allowed the concentrator to treat in excess of 18,000 tons per
day. Almost irrmediately Pima was embarked on another program that
will see the plant increase in size to 30 ,000 tons per daysomet1rre ,.
during the S1.lllJOOr of 1967.
The story of Pima has been one of repeated expansions as
additional low-grade ores were developed, and operating economics
dictated handling larger masses of material. Early in the life of
Pima it was known that a. mineralized area was present on the flanks
of the high-grade ore body. Systematic drilling shO\ed that a lowgrade copper -ore body existed. After many months of engineering
studies a picture was developed that reduced the unknowns to one
that would allow Pima to join other large scale low-grade copper
operations in the Southwest.
This paper covers the expansion from two milling sections
reported in the June, 1965, issue of IVlining Fngineering to the
present six and then to the ten sections which will be operating
during the sumner of 1967. resign of the ten millinf?; section
plant was laid out in sufficient detail at the six section level
so that an expansion could take place \,lith a minimum of interruption
to the operating 18,000 TPD plant. Basic design and construction is
being repeated in the four new milling sections with some modifications developed during the past eight months of shakedown operations.
Conveyor ,belts and gear boxes were so sized that up to 30,000 tons per
day could be handled without replacing the complete units at a later
date. Some motor changes are now being made to allow for increased
belt speeds needed to carry the new designed load.
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hen the mineral seekers came, they brought
romance, excitement and, too often, transitory
riches. It has been so for uncounted centuries.
While the rich ore lasted, living was high and money
flowed-mostly out of town. The whole creation
was like a circus. The headframe went up like the
center pole of the big ~op. The reduction works was
an ingenious affair; an opportunity for self-expressIon by the mining engineer on the job. When the
high grade gave out or the bottom dropped out of
the market, the whole show folded. Machinery was
scavenged for the next location. About all that was
left were the raw footings, like giantsteps on the

W

hillside; and the headframe above the silent diggings. Mostly, the people went away too.
Arizona Territory was like that at the turn of the
century. It can still happen. But, in copper, the ageold pattern has been disrupted. From Mineral Park
in the northwest to Chino in the east and Cananea
in the South, a growing,"numher of companies have
emerged-large, stable, productive. Southwest copper is truly a mighty industry, accounting for one
fifth of world new copper production. In this period
of scientific development, changes are fast, often
dramatic. But even mining engineers, or possibly
more so because they have an intimate knowledge of
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the industry, fail to appreciate the evolutionary
changes that have shaped Southwest copper into
what it is today.
Southwest copper growth seems to divide into
two periods; one from shortly after 1900 until 1930
and a second beginning in 1940 and continuing into
the present. The early period was embued by the
idea of large scale mining and sparked by development of blockcaving, rail haulage pits and flotation;
the second by an equipment revolution that lowered
costs in mine and plant and cut sharply into the lead
time for plant construction when large amounts
of capital would be tied up without financial return.
Other important factors have been the recovery of
by-product molybdenum and improvements in exploration techniques such as those which permitted
the discovery of the Pima district by Walter Heinrichs, Jr. and Robert Thurmond.
In 1900 there was no concentrator bigger than
500 tpd in the region. In this survey the smallest
now is 4000 tpd, there are eleven 12,000 tpd or
greater and the biggest is 58,000 tpd at Morenci.
The old makeshift plants have been superceded by
packaged sections that can be expanded at will.
Leaching of soluble copper minerals was developed
early and has been greatly extended. But it was
replacement of vanners and tables by flotation that
gave the great boost to copper recoveries thereby
bringing in the large low grade porphyries.
Selective mining has all but ceased to be a copper source of consequence in the Southwest. Magma,
at Superior, is still mining high grade ore from
dwindling reserves. Cananea ceased underground
mining a month or two ag~ Christmas strives to
lower the cut-off by mechanization and is therefore
somewhere between a high grade selective mine
and the mass producting method of blockcaving. Bisbee is still producing from underground to sweeten
the mill heads as well as high grade, direct-smelting oxides. From a tonnage standpoint, the only big
underground producer is San Manuel which carries
on the great blockcaving methods developed at Inspiration, Miami and Ray. However, if underground
mining were in search of a champion, there is none
better than San Manuel weighing at 39,000 tpd from
under ground!
The great source of copper now is from the expanding number of open pit mines. As one engineer described them; "the great waste mines."
Since the amount of waste produced is greater
than the ore and the planning of waste removal
determines the available ore, the expression is quite
accurate. Such great pits as Morenci, Chino and
New Cornelia started early with open cut methods
because of large dimensions that were amenable to
rail haulage, then the most feasible system for mass
movement of bulk materials. Many of the other
mines that are operating today on smaller deposits
were made possible by the development of truck
haulage. Strides in heavy equipment manufacture
have also brought in deposits that suffered from
the double handicap of low tenor in copper and the
necessity of deep stripping before mining.
Growth of the mines and present status is given
MINING ENGINEERING, OCTOBER 1965
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t bl e accompanymg t h'IS artlc
. Ie. Th e numerIn
ous plant additions described in the status reports
on each property which follow bespeak the healthy
growth position of Southwest copper.
At the last count, made last summer, there were
45 companies doing exploration work in Arizona.
The march of progress goes on. Off by Safford,
there are vast reserves of low grade copper in which
Bear Creek, Phelps Dodge and United Nuclear have
or are performing exploration. But down just south
of Pima, a new giant is being exposed for productivity. Now the great difference from the old days
can be seen. Southwest copper employs 18,000 men
who have founded stable communities in support
of an enduring industry.

South of Pima in the Twin
Buttes area, The Anaconda Co.
began a giant stripping operation two months ago. It will
take 4 years to complete, in which 165 million tons
of alluvial overburden will be removed. Anaconda
has been testing areas leased from Banner Mining
Co. for about 2 years and the Twin Buttes project
has been the major outcome.
A 900 ft shaft was sunk and drifts and cross-cuts
driven into the orebody to take bulk samples now
being tested in a 200-ton pilot plant situated at the
old Mineral Hill mine near Pima. Anaconda cannot
tell about the flowsheet or size of the plant that will
be constructed until tests are complete.
In the meantime, the Company moved swiftly and
surely into what may be the world's biggest premine stripping job. Removal of 165 million tons will
take the surface down 460 ft to bedrock. The first
units of a $4 million fleet of heavy equipment are
in operation. Scrapers of 80 ton capacity are being
used for the initial cut down to 150 ft. After that a
60-in. slope belt will be added in sections. It will
travel at 960 fpm to carry overburden material delivered by scraper and discharged to a truck loading
hopper at the rate of 6000 tph. Bottom dump trucks
of 100 ton capacity will carry the overburden to
the tailing area where it will be used to form the
retaining dam. When fully installed the conveyor
will be 11,000 ft overall with the main section, a
single conveyor 8300 ft long. This is said to be the
longest known single overland belt conveyor used
in open pit mining in the U.S.
By 1970, Anaconda's Twin Buttes mine is scheduled to be in production.

After 65 years -o f underground mining, Cananea discontinu~d subsurface mining
this year. Operations are now
centered on open pit methods. The Company has
some experience at this having. already exhausted
two pits. Ore is presently being extracted from the
Sonora Hill deposit and La Cananea pit has been
(Continued on page 84)
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DUMP LEACHING-AN EXPANDING SOURCE OF COP.PER

On this page and the succeeding two pages of photographs attention is focused on the leaching of lowgrade copper ore on mine dumps. This practice is expanding rapidly and may ultimately lead to large
scale "chemical mining."
Leaching is still in the "art" stage because there is
little precise knowledge of the chemistry. Although
the practice is not new, it is only recently that intensive experimentation has begun with a view to lifting
the process out of the category of a minor sideline and
elevating it to an integral part of copper producing
operations. For example, at Chino leaching has been
dovetailed into overall mining plans by expanding the
leaching operation, putting higher grade material on
the leaching dumps, and raising the cut-off grade of
ore that is sent to the concentrator.
It is quite possible that as experimental work progresses, dumps will be shattered by explosive charges
for controlled percolation of solutlons that may be
injected under pressure and fortified with catalysts
and solvents to achieve greater production in a shorter
period of time. It is probable that the future will see
more leaching in place than at present.

Current leaching practice is an approximation of
natural processes, in which old dumps or low grade
ore, considered waste, is irrigated with water, in some
cases souped up with acid. The water percolates
through the dump dissolving copper as it descends
until the solution is trapped at the bottom where
it drains to catchment reservoirs and is then delivered
to tanks where it replaces iron placed there to precipitate the copper. Operating data given in table below
show variations in different orebodies.
For all practical purposls, leaching is performed by
sulfuric acid and ferric sulfate by oxidizing copper
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12

n.a . .

n;a.

2l/z

none

. 5.0
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*Testing

minerals to soluble copper sulfate. Where there is sufficient pyrite in the waste dump, leaching may be performed with natural water, the acid being formed by
reaction with pyrite. The general equations given
below approximate the reactions which are thought
to take place for the minerals that are amenable to
the process. Chalcopyrite, an important ore mineral, is
not significantly leached by the solutions. Certain
bacteria, utilizing iron and copper in their metabolism, are oxidizing agents which catalyze the leaching
process. Other catalysts and solvents are coming on
the market which may economically increase the efficiency of leaching. Precipitation of copper from the
pregnant solution may see a change in method due
to the high cost of iron scrap.
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The advent of open pit mining permitted the development and
processing of minerals never before thought possible. New equipment
was needed; new techniques were devised; new methods were called for.
This development and acquisition of new techniques, methods and equipment
did not, however, stir the souls of our industry and educational leaders
sufficiently toa recognition of the problem of people, especially the
future development of the people needed in open-pit mining. The people
problem has been and will be with us as long as there are two of them.
_The development of people will be required for the same reason.
The problem of developing future personnel for open-pit mining is
not what must be developed; that is known to all of us and can be briefly
stated as "more and better of everything." As I see it, the real problem
lies in determining (1) what personnel are really critical, (2) why are
they critical and (3) how can we develop them.
What personnel are really critical
After considerable thought, the determination of what is critical is
not at all startling. They fall into four broad groups, the same four
groups we see in all reports which have studied the problem - management,
professional, technical and skilled. ~hat is startling is the fact that
we know it but haven't really done much about it. Since World \..Jar II,
the electronics industry has so captured the tmagination and recruit of
our engineering schools, that we in the m1nL~ industry have just sort of
capitulated to the so-called "sophisticated glamour boy."
But, I think, \'-,e have now begun to fight back; if not fight, then
at least we have begun to "join em. tt He are recognizing that electronic
data processing and prograrmning and computers, like TV and freeways, are
here to stay. We are recognizing that an upgrading and return to
"gl~izatlon" are necessary if we are to canpete.
Th~· basic solution to the problem \'-lill, I feel, lie in the closer
interrelationships between industry and education; between industry and
the people themselves.

Why are these groups critical
It is not an easy matter to determine why the development of management. professional, technical and skilled personnel is critical. We know
we need them; but that is not the answer. The answer, I believe, is in
the rapid change of concepts in all four groups. Tacite one example, the
rapid development of the concept of the Great Society has caused all of
you to readjust some of your thinking about your future. Those of you in
management may find it more difficult to devote as much t~e to the management of your open-pit mine as compared to the time devoted to affairs created
by the Great Society. Those of you who are not yet in management will change
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INTRODUCTION
Diacovered in 1950 by geophysical methods and originally conceived of
as a

1 . .11

tonnage, high grade underground operation, Ptma Hining Company,

22 mile. southweat of tucaon, Arizona, actually atarted operation on 1
January 1957, a. a fairly amall, high grade open pit operation with a projected life of lesl than ten years.

The original mill capacity was 3,000

t.p.d. and the planned pit was a small, deep and ateep one worked by small
Ihovell and trucks in conjunction with an inclined skip system.
It is now

:'l~at

nine yeara since the first concentrates were produced.

During 1963, the capacity was doubled to 6000 t.p.d., and today Pima is
rather more" than halfway through an expansion program which increases the
mill capacity from its present 6000 t.p.d. to 18,000 t.p.d. and converts
the -'nina operation entirely to large electric shovels and trucks.

At the

same time the projected life, at this much higher tonnage rate, ia more than
three time. what vas orlglnally conceived.

What then has happened in the

la.t ten yearl to make the original planning decisions look so out-dated!
It is only Itatlng the obvious to lay that the ore reservea
va.tly 1ncrealed.

have been

Initially, there wa. considerable doubt whether the mineral-

i&ed ground to the east of the present pit did or did not constitute ore reaerves.

Thia mineralized zone haa been known about aince 1956, when the firlt

diamond drill hole va. put down in the area, but the taak of .howing that thi.
mineralization could be mined at lufficient profit to payoff a large plant in
a rea.onable length of tiJle and then continue to .how • realonable rate of
return theteafter haa been an arduou. one.
deacrib. thi. taak.

The firlt part of thia paper will

